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Introduction
The Economic Security Index (ESI) is a new measure of
economic security designed to foster research and policy
analysis. Based on a simple definition of economic security
and grounded in panel data that tracks individuals’ economic
circumstances over time, the ESI provides a new perspective
on the dimensions, distribution, and evolution of American
economic security.
This report focuses on the technical aspects of the ESI’s construction and the issues that the ESI raises for research and theory. A companion report, “Economic
Security at Risk,” provides a broad overview of the definition and basic features of
the ESI, along with a more detailed rendering of the initial findings.
The ESI contributes to a burgeoning national conversation about economic security in four primary ways:

1 It offers a simple definition of one major element of security—the degree to
which individuals are subject to large short-term economic losses without
adequate financial protection.

2 It shows how this concept of economic security can be assessed using panel

data on individual economic experiences, rather than public opinion data on
individuals’ perceptions of those experiences.

3 It represents the first attempt to incorporate several key influences on eco-

nomic security into a single unified measure without aggregating a series
of disparate indicators. The three key determinants of economic security it
focuses on are (a) large losses in household income, (b) large spikes in household medical spending, and (c) the adequacy of household financial wealth to
buffer these losses and spikes.

4 The investigations that undergird the ESI provide new empirical analyses of
the varied exposure of different groups of Americans to risky economic circumstances—insights that are of value apart from their use in constructing
the ESI.

The structure of this report mirrors the construction of the ESI. Part I takes up
the conceptual foundations of economic security. Parts II, III, and IV discuss the
data and design considerations involved in analyzing the three major components
of the ESI: income losses, medical spending dynamics, and wealth holdings. Part
V concludes by outlining some of the main empirical and theoretical issues that
the ESI raises for future research.
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I. Assessing Economic Security
The ESI is an annual index that represents the share of Americans who experience at least a 25 percent decline in their inflation-adjusted “available household
income” from one year to the next and who lack an adequate financial safety net to
replace this lost income until it returns to its original level. “Available household
income” is income that is reduced by the amount of a household’s out-of-pocket
medical spending and adjusted to reflect household size, household debt burdens,
and, for older Americans, household retirement assets. An “adequate” financial
safety net is defined as sufficient financial wealth to offset an individual’s income
loss for as long as it takes the typical person to recover from a loss of comparable
magnitude. An individual who has an adequate financial safety net is not counted
as insecure in the ESI even if that individual experiences a 25 percent or greater
decline in available household income. In addition, those entering retirement are
excluded from the count of the insecure. This exclusion reflects a judgment that
retirement is different from other large economic losses in that it can generally be
anticipated, is typically voluntary, and is usually expected to produce some drop
in income (in part because expenses fall when workers exit the labor force). Once
individuals are retired, however, they are counted as insecure when they experience 25 percent or greater income declines.
Formally, the ESI can be defined as follows. Focusing first on identifying individuals i who are classified as insecure in year t, the indicator of insecurity rit is

rit =

{

1 if

[(

(Yt - Mt - Dt )/et
(Yt-1 - Mt-1 - Dt-1 )/et-1

) < - 0.25 ]

, W < W*, and Rt-1 = Rt

0 otherwise

where
Y = total household income (includes
annuitized defined-contribution
retirement wealth if head age ≥60)
M = total household medical out of
pocket expenditures
D = household debt service (>0 if
household liquid financial wealth <0)
e = household equivalence scale:
(0.7*children+adults)^0.7

2

-1

W = household liquid financial
wealth, averaged over panel
W* = average cumulative Y loss over
six years (based on median recovery
paths for typical individual with similar characteristics)

ESIt =

R = dummy equaling 1 if retired
With rit taking the value 1 (loss)
or 0 (no loss) for each individual,
the value of the ESI in year t is
the weighted sum of the indicator
values for the sample

1
Nt

Nt

∑wr

it it

i=1

where
Nt = sample size in t and (t-1)
wit = sampling weights (normalized to
sum to Nt )
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The primary data source used to calculate the ESI is the Survey of Income and
Program Participation (SIPP) conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. The ESI also
draws on additional sources, including the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX)
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, also conducted by the Census Bureau; the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), conducted by the University of Michigan Survey Research Center; and a unique survey of Americans’ economic experiences
and perceptions conducted as part of the American National Elections Studies
(ANES) Panel Study in 2008 and 2009.
The ESI is available, in its most complete form, for the period 1985 through 2007.
To provide a more extended perspective on Americans’ changing economic security, we also provide projections based on historical trends from 1985-2007 for the
period 2008-2009, validated using the ANES data from 2008 and 2009. In addition, a less complete version of the ESI focusing just on income losses is available
using the PSID, dating back to the late 1960s.

Rationale for the ESI
The basis for concern about economic security is the belief that uncertain economic prospects leave people worse off. This belief has two logical foundations:
that individuals fear large economic losses, and that when individuals experience
such losses, they suffer hardship. A growing body of research has investigated
both foundations. 1 This research suggests that economic insecurity is rooted in
basic features of human cognition and economic markets, especially the fundamental behavioral trait known as “loss aversion” (the tendency for individuals to
be more sensitive to reductions in their economic standing than to increases), the
difficulties and biases people face when assessing relevant economic contingencies, and the incomplete character of many private markets for insuring against
those contingencies.2
Most of this research adopts a common, though often implicit, definition of
economic security: the degree to which individuals are protected against hardshipcausing economic losses. Yet there is much less agreement on how to translate this
general definition into specific domains, or on how to measure the actual extent
of protection that people enjoy.3 The ESI responds to many of these concerns
while integrating key findings of existing research. In particular, the ESI extends
a recent wave of research on family income instability, sometimes referred to as
“income volatility.” However, the ESI incorporates a broader set of influences on
family economic well-being than income fluctuations alone, and it is designed to
respond to a number of sensible critiques of research on income instability.
At the same time, the ESI is constructed to be a simple, consistent measure that is
simultaneously easy to understand and sophisticated enough to provide a founda-
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tion for further research. Based on the best available data and carefully designed
to avoid overstating the degree of economic insecurity, the ESI is the first integrated measure of American economic security available for an extended time span.

Components of the ESI
The ESI provides a picture of three of the most essential features of Americans’
economic circumstances: (1) the probability of large household income declines,
(2) the possibility of large medical spending shocks, and (3) the capacity of households to buffer these economic events by spending down liquid financial wealth.4
The core focus of the ESI is large drops in available income, defined as a one-quarter (25 percent) or greater year-to-year decline in available household income.
For both simplicity of exposition and because a percentage loss measure is inherently scaled to income, the 25 percent threshold does not vary with household
income or other individual or household characteristics.5
Substantial evidence suggests that the median American household would have
considerable difficulty making ends meet if it experienced an income loss of 25
percent or larger from one year to the next. As part of the development of the ESI,
the Rockefeller Foundation funded a parallel research effort to assess Americans’
perceptions of economic security using a new set of opinion polls embedded in
the American National Election Studies (ANES). Although the ANES findings are
not directly incorporated into the ESI—which is based entirely on panel economic
data—they inform elements of its design and provide a means of validating ESI
projections that were done for the years 2008 and 2009. The ANES findings indicate that the 25 percent threshold is a very reasonable standard. When asked how
long their household could go without its current income before experiencing
hardship, just under half of respondents to the ANES survey indicated that their
household could go two months or less. The loss of three months of income (that
is, 25 percent of annual income) would therefore be expected to cause hardship
for at least half of Americans.
However, while income drops have a direct relation to economic security, they
are not synonymous with it, for several reasons. First, shocks induced by nondiscretionary spending obligations can also pose substantial threats to economic
security that are not captured by fluctuations in income alone.6 Perhaps the most
important of these nondiscretionary expenses is medical care. Fifteen years
ago, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) recommended that the burden of
out-of-pocket medical expenses should be incorporated into the determination
of poverty status, because medical spending reduces income available for other
purposes.7 The ESI incorporates this recommendation in its assessment of the
economic security of all Americans by reducing individuals’ available household
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income by the amount of their out-of-pocket medical spending (including insurance premiums paid directly by consumers, rather than by employers). As a result,
the ESI’s measure of available household income may drop not only because of
declines in earnings or other income, but also due to increases in out-of-pocket
medical spending.
Second, the extent to which drops in earnings or increases in medical spending
are associated with hardship depends on household characteristics and the availability of public and private transfers, among other factors. Households that have
multiple earners have the capacity to buffer reductions in earnings or increased
nondiscretionary needs for one household member through compensatory responses by other members of the household, such as an increase in hours worked.8
Similarly, access to public transfers (such as unemployment insurance) or private
transfers (such as gifts from relatives) can offset earnings declines, reducing the
effect of those declines on income.
The ESI incorporates these buffers in two ways: (1) by adopting as broad as possible a definition of income and (2) by focusing on individuals’ household income,
adjusted for household size. In other words, its measure of income includes not
just earnings but also public and private transfers, and that measure includes not
just an individuals’ income but also income from other household members.
Briefly, the measure of income used for the ESI includes earned income, property
and asset income, cash transfer payments (including private transfers, such as
gifts), private pension payments, unemployment benefits, lump-sum and onetime payments, and regular salary or other income from a self-owned business.
In addition, the ESI definition of available family income includes the annuitized
value of defined-contribution retirement accounts when individuals are aged 60
or over. Available family income is also reduced by the cost of debt-service for
families with negative financial wealth holdings.9 Income is aggregated at the
household level and adjusted for family size using the NAS-recommended equivalence scale for the poverty line.10
Finally, the impact of economic fluctuations depends in part on the extent to
which these changes can be anticipated and adapted to before their occurrence.11
Even substantial drops in income may not result in material hardship if a household has sufficient precautionary saving to buffer the decline.12 For this reason,
the ESI does not count as insecure individuals who have saved enough to replace
income lost due to a fall in income or spike in medical costs.
Defining sufficient precautionary saving—the “adequate financial safety net” of
the definition that opened this section—has two aspects. The first is deciding what
constitutes precautionary saving. The ESI focuses on “liquid financial wealth,”
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that is, wealth that can be easily liquidated to replace lost income. In practice, this
is all wealth holdings besides the primary home, personal vehicles, and earmarked
retirement savings.
The second aspect of judging the sufficiency of precautionary saving is determining what level of wealth holdings is sufficient to buffer income losses. The ESI
defines an “adequate financial safety net” as liquid financial wealth sufficient to
replace lost income for the typical duration and magnitude of loss experienced
prior to a return to pre-drop income. Thus, individuals who experience a 25 percent or greater household income loss are not counted as “insecure” if they have
liquid financial wealth equal to or greater than the cumulative loss for a typical
individual sharing their sociodemographic characteristics who experiences a loss
of comparable magnitude.
Related, retirement is an economic transition for which declines in income are
expected and to some extent matched by declines in nondiscretionary spending.13 For this reason those entering retirement are excluded from the count of
the insecure even if available household income declines by 25 percent or more
concurrent with entering retirement. Once individuals are retired, however, they
are counted as insecure when their income declines by 25 percent or more if they
lack an adequate financial safety net. It should be noted that this retirement-entry
exclusion affects the level of, and trend in, the index only to a very small degree.

The ESI Findings in Brief
The companion public report and website (www.economicsecurityindex.org)
provide a detailed presentation of the results. Before delving into the empirical
foundations of the ESI, however, it is helpful to examine the basic series. Figure 1
shows that the ESI has increased over the 25-year period for which complete calculations of the index are possible (1985-2007). Moreover, in Figure 1, the ESI is
projected forward to 2008-2009 based on the prior relationship between the ESI
and aggregate measures of national economic performance. These projections
suggest that in 2009 the level of economic insecurity experienced by Americans
was greater than at any time over the past quarter century, with approximately
one in five Americans (20.4 percent) experiencing a decline in available household income of 25 percent or greater. This projection is remarkably consistent
with the reported prevalence of 25 percent or greater income losses in the ANES
survey of Americans’ economic experiences that was conducted in conjunction
with the development of the ESI.14
Because the level of economic security fluctuates with the general health of the
economy, a particularly reliable way of judging trends in the ESI is to compare the
ESI across “peaks” (or “troughs”) in the business cycle. As the figure makes clear,
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figure 1

The ESI: Americans Experiencing Major Economic Losses, 1985-2007
(with 2008-09 Projections)
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Figure 2

The ESI: The Long-Term Upward Trend, 1985-2007 (with 2008-09 Projections)
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the ESI has risen across economic downturns: It was higher in 2001 than in 1991,
and according to the projections, higher in 2009 than in 2001.
Statistically, the overall trend in the level of the ESI can be precisely calculated.
In Figure 2, this annual trend line for the 1985-2007 period (that is, without the
projected 2008 and 2009 estimates) is superimposed over the results presented
in Figure 1. This trend line shows that the share of Americans defined as insecure
has increased by approximately 3.7 percentage points over the 1985-2007 period,
or proportionally by nearly a third (31.8 percent). If the projections for 2008 and
2009 are included, the ESI increased by approximately 5.5 points, or proportionally by approximately half (49.9 percent) since 1985.
Another way to see the long-term trend is to examine the relationship between the
ESI and the unemployment rate (see Table 1). In 1985, the unemployment rate was
7.2 percent and the ESI was 12.2 percent. The 1992 unemployment rate was about
the same, but the ESI was 1.5 percentage points higher—at 13.7 percent. By 2002,
unemployment had fallen to 5.8 percent, but the ESI was at 17 percent. In other
words, the ESI has been higher relative to unemployment in recent years than it
was in the 1980s. At any given unemployment rate (or poverty rate, as shown in
Table 1), more people are experiencing insecurity than in the past.15

Table 1

ESI vs. the Unemployment and Poverty Rates, 1985-2009
1985

1992

2002

2007

2009

1985-1995

1997-2007

Unemployment
Rate

7.2%

7.5%

5.8%

4.6%

9.3%

6.3%

4.9%

Poverty Rate

14.0%

14.8%

12.1%

12.5%

13.9%

12.3%

ESI

12.2%

13.7%

17.0%

13.7%

Median Loss**

39.3%

38.1%

43.3%

41.8%

20.4%*

12.1%

14.7%

38.2%

41.4%

* Projected ESI
** Median percentage loss among those counted as “insecure” (i.e., with losses greater than 25%)

It is possible to trace one dimension of the index—major income loss—back to
the late 1960s, using a different data source.16 The more limited index available
back to 1968 indicates that the incidence of major income loss was almost a third
higher in 1985 than it had been in the late 1960s (these estimates are further discussed in Part II). Thus, by 1985 Americans’ economic circumstances had already
grown more unstable than two decades earlier—making the subsequent increases
in the ESI even more striking.
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figure 3

The ESI: The Contribution of Income, Medical Costs, Debt, and Wealth, 1985-2007
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Finally, breaking the ESI down into its component parts shows that the rising
percentage of income loss, growth of out-of-pocket medical spending, and rise
in household debt all contribute to the upward trend (Figure 3). By contrast, the
degree to which the ESI rises over time is reduced by taking into account the
growing liquid financial wealth that some households have to cushion large losses.
The biggest contribution to both the level of the ESI and the upward trend is the
increasing occurrence of large drops in household income.
The next three sections of this report explain the construction of the ESI, focusing on its three key components: income loss, medical spending shocks, and
financial wealth buffers.
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II. Income Loss
The primary dataset used in the formation of the ESI is the Survey of Income and
Program Participation (SIPP). The SIPP is a nationally representative sample of
the households and individuals that constitute the civilian non-institutionalized
population of the United States. It has been conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau
since 1984 and currently provides the data needed to form the ESI through 2007,
with panel (repeat) observations on households and individuals available for twoto four-year periods.

Data Structure and Availability
The ESI is based on data from the 1984-1988, 1990-1995, 1996-1999, 2001-2003,
and 2004-2007 panels.17 Each panel is a nationally representative stratified
sample with waves of interviews administered at four-month intervals, with an
overlapping panel design used prior to 1996 and non-overlapping panels used
from that point on.18 The reference period for each interview is the four-month
period preceding the interview month, with income data recorded on a monthly
basis. The interviews are spread across four rotation groups, with one-quarter of
the interviews conducted in each month. The survey generally was administered
beginning in February of each year for the 1984-1988, 1990-1993, 2001-2003
and 2004-2007 panels and beginning in April for the 1996-1999 panel. Prior to
1992, each panel typically had 8 waves, the 1992-1995 and 2001-2003 panels had
9 waves, and the 1996-1999 and 2004-2007 panels had 12 waves, allowing the
analysis of individuals for periods ranging from two to four years and enabling
short-run panel analyses over an extended time frame.19
Sample sizes for calculation of the ESI in any given year depend primarily on the
initial panel size and the number of overlapping panels in place at that time (along
with the impact of sample restrictions described below). The annual sample sizes
ranged from about 17,000 to about 46,000 during the overlapping panel years
through 1993. The panel size increased with the 1996-1999 panel, yielding 43,00060,000 observations per year through 2005. In 2006-2007, the SIPP was subject
to extensive budget cuts, which reduced the primary sample by about one-half
(yielding 21,000-24,000 observations in those years).20

Construction of Annual Income and
Related Variables
The ESI’s measure of income is household gross money income, which includes
earned income (wage and salary income from employment), property and asset
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income, cash transfer payments (AFDC/TANF, SSI, Social Security, unemployment benefits, and veterans payments), lump-sum and one-time payments
(inheritances, insurance settlements, retirement distributions, etc.), and
regular salary or other income from a self-owned business.21 As noted, income
is recorded on a monthly basis in the survey. Values are coded separately for a
wide range of income variables for each household member. However, the SIPP
data files provide an aggregated variable that represents the sum of all income
components for all household members; this variable was used to represent total
household income.
Because both actual tax liabilities and the information necessary to simulate
tax burdens are not consistently available in the data on which the ESI is based,
the ESI does not subtract taxes from available family income. By increasing
income on average, this likely lowers the level of the ESI, though the precise
effect depends on the joint incidence of tax burdens and large income drops. It
also means, however, that the ESI does not account for the effect of the Earned
Income Tax Credit (EITC), which has primarily decreased tax burdens for lower
income families.22
The SIPP data are aggregated into annual observations of household income and
related variables for each of the years 1984-2007, with the exception of 2000 (for
which a panel was initiated but quickly discontinued). The annual observations
corresponding to a specific labeling of the observation year (e.g., 1990) are based
on 12 months of data for each sample household, with the specific 12 months
depending on the rotation group. Thus, all of the observations coded as a single
year will span a 15-month period that generally ranges from October of the year
preceding the observation year through December of the observation year. The
exception is the 1996 survey, for which the April start date implies that the annual
observations refer to periods covering December of the preceding year through
February of the year after the observation year. Annual values of the variables are
formed by summing the reported values for the 12 reference months from the 3
relevant waves (e.g., for income) or taking the end-period value or average across
the 3 waves (e.g., for household characteristics such as size and individual characteristics such as age). This extract enables examination of changes in income and
related variables between consecutive years for all years from 1985 to 2007, with
the exception of years at the start of non-overlapping panels (1990, 1996, 2001,
and 2004) and years in which the available information on income or wealth was
insufficient to form the ESI’s measure of available income (1989 and 2000). (In
the figures, these years are filled using linear interpolation.)
The ESI analyses rely on the matching of consecutive observations on annual
income (and related variables such as medical spending). For panels with only
8 waves rather than 9 or 12, the final year of data is incomplete. Similarly, individuals who leave the sample prior to panel completion often have fewer than 12
income loss
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months of data available in a given year. To account for sample changes related to
these factors and to ensure consistent measurement of annual income over time,
the analysis sample is restricted to individuals in households with 12 complete
monthly observations on income in the reference year. These income data are
weighted using annual sampling weights provided in the survey that are designed
to adjust the sample for non-random attrition across selected population groups
(as opposed to the standard survey weights defined for each wave of data, which
are appropriate for point-in-time estimates of population characteristics).
Finally, the ESI measure of income available to each individual is based on an
equivalence scale adjustment, so that an individual’s measured well-being reflects
the size of their household and the sharing of expenses that typically occurs within households. As noted earlier, the ESI uses the equivalence scale recommended
by the National Academy of Sciences for poverty calculations.

Treatment of Imputed Income Values
In large household surveys such as the SIPP, direct responses regarding key
variables such as income and wealth often go unreported. Under these circumstances, it is common to apply standardized procedures for filling in missing
values, known as “imputation” procedures. As has been noted in other recent
work, the incidence of imputation of key income components in the SIPP has
been rising.24 Census Bureau imputation procedures often match individuals with
missing data (“recipients”) to “donors” with similar characteristics. The donor’s
response is then used to fill in the missing value for the recipient. This procedure
is referred to as “hot deck” imputation. Because it is not possible to guarantee that
such matches accurately reflect the income received by the individual who did not
report it, use of imputed values can impart spurious volatility to annual income
changes: If income in one year is fully reported and in the next year is largely imputed, the data may show a sharp change in income even though that individual’s
true income was relatively stable from one year to the next. The increase in income imputation that has occurred over time in the SIPP therefore may lead to
overstatement of the degree to which income volatility (including large declines
in income) has increased.
While the rising incidence of imputation in the SIPP has been noted by others,
changes in the form of imputation have not. Prior to the 1996 survey, the Census
Bureau relied primarily on hot deck imputation, combined with selected longitudinal edits. Beginning with the 1996 panel, longitudinal imputation methods were
adopted on a widespread basis. These methods entail either carrying over previous month income values to months with missing data or matching individuals
based on income in prior months or waves. In contrast to hot deck imputation,
which may exaggerate income volatility, longitudinal imputation is likely to impart a high degree of stability to income values over time.25
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Given the potential for artificial instability introduced by observations that rely
on hot-deck imputation and the absence of this problem for observations that
rely on longitudinal imputation, observations with hot deck imputations of the
primary components of household income were eliminated, while observations
with longitudinal imputations were retained.26 The primary components are the
wage and salary earnings and business income of the household head and spouse.
On average, these sources of income account for about 70 percent of total household income, with the remaining share of total household income mostly spread
across earnings by other individuals and various sources of unearned income.
Imputed values can arise for any of the 12 months of data corresponding to an annual observation. An observation is classified as imputed if any of the 12 monthly
observations on any of the four primary income components are imputed. Any
observation for which these income components were hot deck imputed in either
year were eliminated from the calculation of the income change.27
Figure 4 shows imputation rates by year (unweighted), decomposed into any
months of imputation (all types), any months of hot deck imputation (can include
longitudinal imputations for some months in the year), and any months of longitudinal imputation (no hot deck) for any of the four primary income components;
the tabulations indicate the percentage of observations that would be affected by
imputation. The values in the “any” and “hot deck” columns are identical prior to
1996. Overall imputation rates rose noticeably after 1995, but the increase arose
primarily from reliance on longitudinal imputation, with hot deck imputation
rates dropping substantially.
figure 4

Incidence of Income Imputation (Share of Pre-analysis Sample, by Type)
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Retirement Entry
Declines in available income that would qualify individuals as insecure according to the ESI are excluded if they occur concurrently with entry into retirement
status. Entry into retirement status is defined as occurring in the same year as the
first reported receipt of Social Security by the head or spouse (excluding receipt
on behalf of children) in the household. Table 2 shows the share of the total ESI
sample that is retired as of the reference year or identified as newly retired in the
reference year (for years in which the ESI is defined). The calculations are displayed separately for individuals in households in which the head is 50-61 years
old, 62-65 years old, and over 65. For the first two groups, the level of retirement
and inflow rate of new retirement declines somewhat over the sample frame,
which is largely consistent with trends in overall retirement measured from other
sources. For the over-65 group, nearly all are identified as retired, with very little
annual inflow evident.
Table 2

Retirement Status (Share of Total Sample)
Head age 50-61

Head age 62-65

Head age 65+

Year

retired

newly retired

retired

retired

1985

0.156

0.033

0.729

0.116

0.944

0.010

1986

0.160

0.036

0.827

0.140

0.958

0.009

1987

0.142

0.035

0.765

0.119

0.955

0.011

1988

0.133

0.037

0.787

0.092

0.945

0.006

newly retired

newly retired

1991

0.135

0.034

0.774

0.100

0.948

0.005

1992

0.132

0.025

0.755

0.118

0.949

0.007

1993

0.133

0.029

0.771

0.082

0.954

0.006

1994

0.139

0.026

0.778

0.103

0.958

0.006

1995

0.135

0.016

0.735

0.072

0.956

0.003

1997

0.162

0.031

0.791

0.141

0.960

0.010

1998

0.156

0.027

0.736

0.104

0.962

0.008

1999

0.161

0.024

0.735

0.120

0.964

0.009

2002

0.148

0.030

0.757

0.118

0.974

0.007

2003

0.158

0.032

0.729

0.144

0.976

0.005

2005

0.172

0.031

0.732

0.100

0.969

0.010

2006

0.166

0.027

0.734

0.097

0.969

0.007

2007

0.170

0.019

0.693

0.103

0.964

0.003

Note: Figures identify the share of the total ESI sample that is part of households identified as retired based on head/spouse receipt of SS payments (currently
retired, or newly retired as of the reference year). Weighted using SIPP annual sampling weights.
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Projecting ESI Values for 2008-2009
The ESI varies substantially with the overall state of the economy. Our prediction
model for the value of the ESI in 2008-2009 is based on a simple regression model
that relates the value of the ESI in previous years to general economic conditions.
The measures of general economic conditions are the annual unemployment
rate (lagged one year), the change in the unemployment rate, and the percentage
change in the annual value of real GDP. The model also includes a time trend to
account for the increase in the level of the ESI over time, along with a constant. 29
The model fits the observed values of the ESI quite well, and the change in the
unemployment rate is the most important explanatory factor for movements in
the ESI, suggesting strong effects of the business cycle on the incidence of drops
in available income. However, the time trend in the model—which shows the consistent over-time change in the ESI, holding macroeconomic factors constant—is
also positive and statistically significant, indicating that economic insecurity has
increased over time, conditional on aggregate economic conditions.
Based on the model’s predictions, the recent severe economic downturn substantially increased economic insecurity, to a level that is well above the highest
previous value observed over the history of the series (see Figure 1). This is to
be expected, given that the increase in the unemployment rate and its level in
2009 were well above their maximum value over the observed ESI sample
frame (1985-2007).
Importantly, because of the ANES field survey, the projections can be validated
with actual reports from a representative cross-section of Americans. As part
of the survey, respondents were asked in September 2009 about any significant
drops in income that they had experienced since January 2008. Counting only
those drops that equaled or exceeded 25 percent of the previous year’s income, the
annualized rate for income declines of this size was 19.4 percent over this time
period. Note that this question does not ask about the impact of large medical
expenses or debt service on income. If the same projection model just discussed
is used to predict only the rate of large income losses in the SIPP, the projected
prevalence for 2009 was 18.5 percent. This is in fact lower than the ANES survey estimates of income declines of this magnitude, suggesting the model may
actually be slightly underestimating the prevalence of large economic losses in
2008-2009.

income loss
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Examining Income Losses Prior to 1985
Although the first year in which annual income losses can be calculated using the
SIPP is 1985, another panel dataset, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID),
allows for analysis of income losses over a substantially longer period. The PSID
has been following a representative sample of U.S. families and their split-offs
since the late 1960s, as well as a separate low-income sample known as the Survey
of Economic Opportunity (SEO) sample. In 1996, the PSID discontinued the SEO
sample (a small group of families were subsequently re-incorporated, but they are
not included in the analyses). The PSID also enlarged the representative sample
to incorporate post-1968 immigrant groups, and switched to a biennial survey
procedure.
Despite its longer time span, the PSID was not used for the construction of the
ESI for four reasons: First, because of the move to a biennial structure, it does not
allow for year-to-year analysis of income losses after 1996. Although the post1996 survey asks about income in the “off year,” the quality of off-year reports is
low.30 Second, the PSID collects information on household wealth only periodically (in 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2001, 2003, 2005, and 2007); the SIPP wealth data
are more consistently available. Third, the PSID data on medical spending are
available only after 1999 and only at the level of two years of aggregate spending.
Fourth, its sample sizes are much smaller, which precludes reliable analyses of
demographic sub-groups.
The PSID is a family-level dataset, and its definition of families differs from the
definition of “household” used in other income datasets, such as the SIPP and
the March Current Population Survey. To simplify, PSID families are people
living together and related by blood, marriage, or adoption, as well as long-term
cohabiters. Multiple families may live in a household. There are relatively small
differences between estimates at the household level and those at the family level,
but the distinction should be kept in mind when comparing PSID results with
findings from other datasets.
The ESI analyses look at individuals’ equivalized “family money income”—which
includes all sources of cash income before taxes, including earnings, asset income,
government monetary benefits, private cash transfers, and business income, but
does not include lump-sum and one-time sources of income, such as inheritances
and retirement distributions. The sample includes the representative and SEO
samples. All results are weighted using individual weights that account for the
oversampling of low-income respondents as well as attrition from the beginning
of the PSID to the present.
Because it has been conducted once every two years since 1996, the only way to
look at income loss after 1996 is to compare income in one year to income two
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Figure 5
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years later, rather than from one year to the next. Partly for this reason, the PSID
shows a higher proportion of Americans experiencing 25 percent or greater income drops than does the SIPP, although the trends match relatively well during
the overlapping years. Putting the earlier PSID data on a separate axis, as done in
Figure 5, makes comparing over-time trends for the overlapping years easier.31
(Neither of these series excludes large income drops coincident with retirement.)
As Figure 5 shows, the share of individuals experiencing drops of 25 percent
or greater from one year to two years later has risen substantially: From 1969
to 2004, the incidence almost doubled. The upward movements correspond to
cyclical downturns, but the series do not decline noticeably during the extended
expansion of the 1990s.32
The PSID results indicate, therefore, that the prevalence of large income losses
rose between the late 1960s and mid-1980s, before the SIPP data became available, and continued to rise in subsequent years roughly in line with the observed
increases in the SIPP.33
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III. Out-of-Pocket Medical Spending
The ESI treats medical out-of-pocket spending (MOOP) as a constraint on alternative spending that reduces available family income. MOOP includes insurance
payments; doctor, dentist, and hospital fees; and prescription drugs and durable
medical equipment, so long as these costs are paid by individuals directly, rather
than by insurance or other payers.
The challenges to estimating MOOP in a way consistent with the ESI’s design
are formidable. While SIPP income data are available over the complete sample
frame, annual data on household medical spending only became available beginning with the 1996 panel. In addition, as a result of the aforementioned cuts
in the SIPP budget, these data were not available for the final two years of the
2004 panel (2006-2007). Given the limited availability of these data, and some
shortcomings with respect to their measurement of medical expenses for some
types of households, the approach to MOOP adopted for the ESI was to impute
total medical spending for each household using data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX).34 In particular, data from the CEX were used to impute
annual variation in family medical spending into the SIPP dataset. These crosssectional estimates, along with evidence on the persistence of medical spending
drawn from the SIPP, were then used to impute subsequent medical spending
for the same families. This allows the ESI to capture both the level and dynamics
of MOOP for families in the SIPP. Because the SIPP contains data on MOOP in
recent years, it is possible to cross-check these estimates against the actual values
in the SIPP.

The CEX Survey and MOOP
The CEX is a series of five interview panel surveys in which individuals participate for 12 months. The initial interview focuses on gathering baseline family
demographic information, while the latter four surveys gather consumption over
the preceding quarter. The final interview includes supplemental questions used
to gather additional family income and asset data, including changes in asset
values over the preceding year. (For simplicity, the short CEX panels are referred
to in what follows as “cross sections.”) All data are collected in face-to-face interviews. Data for calendar years 1984-2007 are available, but because of survey
instrument changes, data gaps exist in 1985 and 1995.
CEX consumer units encompass legal and extended families living together,
individuals living alone, and two or more individuals living together who pool
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financial resources.35 This definition includes as single consumer units both
unmarried cohabiting couples who consider themselves financially interdependent as well as multiple generations of a given blood line who live together (e.g.,
parents, grandparents, and children). The CEX provides weights to estimate
nationally representative statistics.
The CEX is designed to elicit accurate measurement of consumer expenditures
on a variety of goods and services. For this reason, it is regarded as the best source
for information about consumer behavior, especially when compared to surveys
that require respondents to retrospectively recollect medical costs using a short
battery of annual survey questions. (Note that the CEX measures MOOP expenditures, and not MOOP liabilities. It therefore does not inflate MOOP expenditures
due to charges that are subsequently reduced, but it also does not capture MOOPrelated debt.) It also provides comprehensive estimates of household income,
although the SIPP is regarded as the better tool for accurately measuring all
sources of household income.
A final note about sample restrictions and data collection: Beginning with the
publication of data including some consumer units first interviewed in 2003,
CEX instituted imputation of consumer unit income, using a procedure similar
to the hot deck imputation discussed earlier. Prior to that point, only households
classified as “complete” income reporters were included in the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) analysis.36 (In 2001, the BLS also began allowing interview
respondents to report “bracketed” income to diminish non-response.) For overtime consistency and to ensure imputed values do not distort the findings, the ESI
analysis is restricted to households that completed all five interviews and were
classified as complete income reporters. For years in which imputation was used,
observations for which income was imputed are dropped. This is the same procedure used for the SIPP with regard to hot deck imputation. If imputed income
is included, the CEX shows income rising sharply beginning in 2003 in a manner
that is inconsistent with evidence from the Current Population Survey (CPS) and
other sources.

Survey Accuracy and Reliability
Direct comparison of estimates of out-of-pocket medical spending obtained from
the CEX with those from the comprehensive National Health Accounts (NHA)
show that the CEX generally accounts for about 70 percent of such spending.
The difference largely arises from the CEX’s reliance on household survey data,
versus the administrative data used to form the NHA estimates. Nonetheless, the
CEX matches national accounts data reasonably well.37 Based on comparisons
with employer-based data from the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS),
it appears that proxy reporting within CEX sample households causes systematic
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underestimation of out-of-pocket spending on health insurance premiums for
family policies.38 Despite this concern about underreporting, researchers have
generally agreed that reported spending should not be adjusted upward to match
national accounts.39
Regarding income data, the CEX accounts for about 85-90 percent of the beforetax income levels found in the official Census income tabulations from the CPS,40
and the CEX yields long-term trends in income inequality that are similar to those
found in the CPS.41

Patterns of MOOP
The series of CEX surveys allows the calculation of changes in MOOP as a proportion of family income during the period covered by the ESI. Table 3 reports
average MOOP as a percentage of income (top-coded at 200 percent to minimize
the effect of outliers likely arising due to measurement error) for two five-year
periods—1986-1990 and 2003-2007—as well as the proportional and absolute
changes in those numbers. Average spending as a proportion of income has increased across the income and age distribution with the notable exception of the
lowest-income families headed by persons 45-64.42 These increases are, in many
cases, large in both proportional and absolute terms: On average, families in the
middle income quintile now spend at least 0.7 percentage points, and as much as
3.6 percentage points, more of their income on MOOP than they did in the late1980s. These are proportional increases of between 14 and 24 percent. Across all
age groups and income categories, the average increase is 1.5 percentage points, or
17.8 percent.43
Figure 6 displays a complete time series of mean and median MOOP as a share
of income for the same age and income groups with the data aggregated into
five-year periods. Over the entire sample period (and for a different breakdown
of years), the change in spending is similar to what is reported in Table 3. More
generally, the patterns of spending observed in the CEX for the entire period as
well as for subsets of this period correspond with analysis drawing on the MEPS
and other data sources.44 For example, among the non-elderly population, average
spending in the lowest income quintile has not increased during the last decade.
This pattern may reflect the expansion of government insurance programs to
low-income working families with children, an increase in forgone care, or some
flattening of real costs for those who lack private health insurance due, for instance, to less reliance on emergency rooms by the uninsured.45
The CEX, however, shows both a lower level of mean and median spending in the
2000s than does the MEPS and a less sharp upward trend from 2001 on than do
the MEPS and other sources. (On the other hand, its findings match more closely
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Table 3

MOOP as a Percentage of Income, 1986-1990 and 2003-2007
Age of Household Head
18-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75+

Mean 1986-1990
1

5.8%

10.7%

16.6%

24.9%

23.6%

25.7%

2

3.7%

4.1%

4.7%

9.0%

14.5%

18.5%

3

2.9%

3.1%

3.4%

6.4%

13.1%

15.2%

4

2.1%

2.8%

2.4%

3.7%

8.6%

12.9%

5

1.5%

1.8%

2.0%

2.8%

4.9%

9.7%

Income Quintile (Within Age)

Mean 2003-2007
1

6.8%

13.1%

14.0%

21.9%

26.6%

39.8%

2

4.2%

4.7%

5.7%

10.8%

18.2%

22.3%

3

3.5%

3.8%

4.2%

7.3%

15.8%

18.9%

4

2.5%

3.1%

3.3%

4.6%

10.4%

15.0%

5

1.7%

2.0%

2.5%

3.2%

6.3%

9.8%

Percentage Change in Mean, 1986-1990 to 2003-2007
1

17.2%

22.0%

-15.6%

-12.2%

12.4%

55.2%

2

12.8%

14.5%

21.4%

19.5%

25.5%

20.6%

3

23.0%

23.1%

22.4%

14.0%

20.9%

23.7%

4

16.7%

12.9%

36.1%

23.7%

20.9%

16.4%

5

12.7%

7.9%

21.4%

12.2%

30.1%

1.4%

2.9%

14.2%

Raw Change in Mean, 1986-1990 to 2003-2007
1

1.0%

2.4%

-2.6%

-3.0%

2

0.5%

0.6%

1.0%

1.8%

3.7%

3.8%

3

0.7%

0.7%

0.8%

0.9%

2.7%

3.6%

4

0.4%

0.4%

0.9%

0.9%

1.8%

2.1%

5

0.2%

0.1%

0.4%

0.3%

1.5%

0.1%

Source: CEX

the SIPP medical spending data for the years they are available, as discussed
shortly.) No other micro-level source, however, allows the same consistent estimation of MOOP that the CEX does over the 1985-2007 period. The ESI analyses
make no effort to adjust the CEX findings to reflect the higher levels and upward
trend seen in other data sources in recent years, which means that the ESI may be
understating both the extent and the upward rise of economic insecurity caused
by MOOP in the last decade.
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Figure 6

CEX MOOP as Share of Income by Age Group and Income Quintile
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Imputation Procedure
The imputation procedure used to estimate the proportion of family income spent
on medical care reflects four guiding observations. The first is that when properly
log transformed, the distribution of medical spending as a proportion of income is
distributed normally, subject to left censoring (families cannot spend less than $0,
or 0 percent of their income, on medical care; the ESI analysis also right censors
to minimize the effect of outliers and measurement error, capping MOOP at 200
percent of family income).46
The second insight is that the shape of the normal distribution describing medical spending as a proportion of family income varies with income and age: By and
large, poorer and younger families have wider variance in spending as a proportion of income than do wealthier and older families. The former pattern likely
arises because poorer families are less likely to have regular health insurance
expenditures, but when they experience health events, are more likely to spend a
large proportion of their income on care. By contrast, wealthier families are more
likely to have regular health insurance expenses and seek regular care, while the
high spending associated with medical events is a smaller proportion of their
income or is mitigated by insurance. With regard to age, younger persons spend
more episodically, while older persons experience more regular costs.
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The third observation is that relatively few families experience average levels
of MOOP— instead, MOOP as a proportion of income is relatively variable. For
this reason, rather than assuming that all similar families experience the average
level of MOOP for those types of families, the proper approach is to instead impute stochastically using the observed dispersion of spending for a given age and
income group.
The final observation is that there is a great deal of serial correlation—or overtime persistence—in family medical care spending. For this reason, an imputation
procedure that stochastically assigned families’ spending levels from the observed distribution of spending would overstate the variability of spending. By
contrast, a procedure that assumed all families spent the average amount would
artificially depress the variability of spending.
These four observations motivate the particular imputation algorithm employed
for the ESI. It breaks the imputation procedure into two parts. The first part
predicts spending for a family in year t, a “static” imputation process. The second
predicts spending in year t+1 on the basis of a model that takes into account the
first-year level of (imputed) spending, a “dynamic” imputation process.

Static Imputation Using the CEX
The imputation of cross-sectional MOOP uses a modified version of the CEX data
discussed earlier. In particular, because of the relatively small sample sizes in any
given annual CEX sample, the first step was to generate a new CEX dataset that,
for each year, draws on observations from that year’s CEX as well as the prior and
subsequent three years (e.g., the 2004 data are actually constructed from observations from 2001-2007). This pooling smoothes the annual variability arising from
sampling variation (i.e., random statistical fluctuations).
With this modified dataset, a log transformation of MOOP/Family income
(Ln[1+100*[medical spending/income]]) is calculated for each family/consumer
unit for each year. The sample is then partitioned on the basis of the age of the
family head (six age categories) and, within these age categories, on the basis of
where each family would lie in the income distribution (quintiles) in that year.
For each year, age group, and income quintile, a separate censored regression
model (2-limit Tobit) is estimated. The predictors are the age of the household
head (within the age category), NAS-equivalent family size, and income position
within the quintile (entered linearly and as quadratic and cubic terms). Parameters (regression coefficients and a measure of dispersion) from these models are
then saved. The imputation process continues with the calculation of identically
constructed measures of income, age, and family size in the SIPP, which are combined with the coefficients recovered from the CEX data to predict spending for
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a household in the SIPP. This prediction incorporates a draw from the estimated
stochastic distribution calculated for that year, age group, and income quintile in
the CEX.
When applied to the CEX, this imputation procedure reproduces the observed
spending levels in the CEX closely. If, in other words, the same imputation procedure designed to impute MOOP in the SIPP is instead applied to the CEX, it does
well at “recovering” the original data that guided the imputation effort. Kernel
density plots of the Log-transformed MOOP as proportion of income by age group
and income quintile appear in Figure 7, followed by plots in Figure 8 that break
the data down by year instead of by income quintile and age group. These distributions appear quite similar. Further analysis of the mean, median, and standard
deviation of real and imputed spending also demonstrate acceptable fit.

Dynamic Imputation Using the SIPP
The dynamic imputation process, predicting MOOP at time t+1 conditional on
MOOP at time t, relies on a subset of data from the larger SIPP dataset used for
constructing the ESI. Pooling observations from the SIPP for the period 20022005, during which panel estimates of MOOP and income are available for a large
proportion of SIPP households, it is possible to construct age groups and income
quintiles (within age groups) in the same manner as for the CEX-based imputation. The one hurdle to this process is that, relative to the CEX (and the MEPS),
there appears to be too many households reporting no MOOP spending at time t+1
or time t in the SIPP. Because the CEX has substantial advantages as a measure
of consumer spending over the SIPP, it is far more likely to be accurate. Adjusting
downward the proportion of families reporting no MOOP spending in the SIPP
to match that observed in the CEX produces distributions of MOOP that match
closely between the SIPP and CEX.47
With this modified dataset, the dynamic imputation procedure begins with
the calculation of MOOP/income at time t+1 and time t for each household in
our SIPP sample. Within each age group and income quintile, observed spending (as a proportion of income) is then ranked at both time t+1 and time t (for
example, if there are N households in a given grouping, RankMOOPi,t/N and
RankMOOPi,t+1/N). The reason for using ranks of MOOP/income, rather than
levels of MOOP/income, is that panel measures of both MOOP and income are
available only for a relatively recent period in the SIPP. If the distribution (e.g.,
mean, standard deviation) of spending is different for a given age and income
group in a period not covered by the SIPP, using the level rather than the rank of
spending would wrongly assume that the relationship between a given level of
spending at time t and that level of spending at time t+1 was the same in prior pe-
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Figures 7 & 8

CEX Imputed and Observed MOOP/Income by Age Group and Income Quintiles
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riods. By contrast, considering the relationship between ranks in spending at time
t and time t+1 allows for the underlying distribution of spending to change (as it
does in the CEX).48
The next step in the dynamic imputation process is to estimate regression models
(by age group and income quintile) where the current rank in spending is modeled
as a linear function of lagged rank (entered linearly and as quadratic and cubic
terms), change in equivalent family size, and change in income (with increases
and decreases entered separately). Parameters (regression coefficients and a measure of dispersion) from these models are then saved. As with the static process,
to apply these estimates requires calculating identically constructed measures of
income, age, and family size in each year of the SIPP panel, and then combining
them with the coefficients recovered from the imputation to predict rank spending
for a household. As before, this prediction incorporates a draw from the estimated
stochastic distribution calculated for that age group and income quintile.
In the dynamic process, however, an additional step is needed. Because the correspondence between ranks and spending as a proportion of income will vary for
each group to which the imputation is applied (i.e., because the particular distribution of spending is different for a given age and income group in a given year),
predicted ranks must be converted into spending using the observed distribution
of spending levels, which simply requires seeing what actual spending level a predicted position in the distribution of spending implies. Those spending levels are,
of course, the product of the static imputation procedure.
Although, as will be shown, this approach produces reasonably accurate predictions of spending for the recent period in which it can be validated in the SIPP, it
is limited in at least two respects. First, there is no way to validate the relationship
between current and past spending for periods in which SIPP data on spending
are unavailable, and so it could be the case that this relationship has changed over
time in ways that cannot be observed. Earlier MEPS panels unfortunately lack
sufficient panel income and out-of-pocket insurance premium measures. While
there is no reason to think that the over-time dynamics of medical spending were
fundamentally different from the mid-1980s through the early 1990s than they
were thereafter, it could be the case that they changed over time in ways that cannot be observed. Of course, this problem would also be true for any imputation
procedure that used data for one period and applied it to another.
Second, the dynamic imputation procedure does not—and cannot, because of
data limitations of the CEX—account for the changing prevalence of health insurance. Insurance coverage is associated with lower variability in MOOP spending
(both because premiums expenditures are regular and because insurance provides protection against high non-premium MOOP). At the same time, levels of
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insurance coverage have declined during the period covered by the ESI. Using
the observed relationship between previous and current MOOP seen in recent
years—a period in which insurance is less prevalent—likely overstates the variability in MOOP for earlier periods in the ESI during which insurance coverage
was more widespread.49 For this reason, the ESI incorporating imputed MOOP
likely underestimates the rise in recent level of insecurity relative to what would
be calculated with direct measures of panel MOOP for all years of the ESI.

Benchmarking the Dynamic Imputation Procedure
The appropriate way to benchmark the dynamic imputation procedure is to compare the distribution of predicted spending levels in the SIPP at time t+1 to actual
spending levels in the SIPP at time t+1 conditional on spending at time t. How
well does the dynamic procedure predict the spending in one year, given spending
the year before? Figure 9 answers this question. It displays kernel density plots
of the observed and predicted log-transformed MOOP as a proportion of income
for five quintiles of prior spending. These distributions appear quite similar, with
some evidence that spending for the lowest-spending category is over-predicted
and spending for the remaining categories is under-predicted. More important,
however, the results in Figure 9 confirm the reasoning for conditioning imputed
current period spending on prior spending: The cells are clearly different across
levels of prior spending, with lower (higher) levels of spending at time t associated
with lower (higher) levels of spending at time t+1.
Figure 9
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Figures 10 & 11
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Figure 10 displays kernel density plots of the imputed and observed change in
MOOP as a proportion of income. These figures are similar, suggesting that the
imputation of MOOP-induced changes in available income is approximating the
effect that would be observed with more complete survey data. Finally, Figure 11
repeats the Figure 10 display, but this time limiting the presentation to households experiencing a 25 percent drop in income. Given that one motivation for the
dynamic imputation is to account for the covariation between income loss and
increasing health expenditures, it is reassuring that the predicted and observed
distributions are similar. The imputation procedure may slightly overestimate
spending for households that lose income but were not previously spending very
much. However, the procedure may underestimate it for households that lost
income and were previously spending a great deal. These effects are likely to be
countervailing in their impacts on the overall ESI.

The Sensitivity of the ESI to the Exclusion
of Employer-Paid Health Premiums
The CEX includes only the out-of-pocket payments of households for insurance and medical care. It does not include the value of employer contributions
to employee health plans (employer-provided health insurance, or EPHI). This
omission introduces a potential bias into the ESI. If the EPHI status of a household changes, this is likely to be reflected in a change in wages as well: In essence,
individuals “pay” for the value of employer contributions to EPHI through reductions in earnings.50 The bias arises because the change in wages is reflected in the
ESI measure of available income, but the change in the value of EPHI is not. Importantly, the bias can go in either direction. For households in which EPHI is lost
or given up in return for higher wages (for example, as a result of a job change),
measured losses in household income will understate reductions in total household income inclusive of EPHI, and the ESI may falsely label some households
as not incurring a 25 percent or greater drop in available resources when they do.
For households in which EPHI is gained (and earned income is reduced to offset
the employer’s contribution to EPHI), measured losses in household income will
overstate reductions in total household income inclusive of EPHI, and the ESI
may falsely label some households as incurring a 25 percent or greater drop in
available resources when they do not.
Fortunately, the core surveys in the SIPP provide information on the receipt of
EPHI within households, making it possible to form a measure of the number of
months that individuals are covered through EPHI received in their own name or
through a family member. Reliable information on EPHI coverage is available for
the period 1990 and forward, which enables assessment of the likely bias for the
years 1991 forward but precludes direct incorporation of the value of EPHI into
the ESI over our complete sample frame.
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To assess the extent and direction of this bias requires examining the joint incidence of changes in household available income and changes in EPHI status.
The earnings offset from EPHI cannot be directly observed in the SIPP. However,
Bureau of Labor Statistics data from the Employer Costs for Employee Compensation program indicate that the value of EPHI is about a tenth of wages on
average, while data on employee cost sharing from the MEPS indicate that private-sector employers typically cover about 80 percent of these costs. In the SIPP
data, wage payments constitute about 75 percent of household income on average.
As such, the value of EPHI is equal to about 6 percent of household income in a
typical insured household (0.10*0.75*0.8 = 0.06, or 6 percent).51
The first column of Table 4 lists the ESI values for each measured year (back to
1991). These values represent the fraction of individuals whose available income
fell by at least 25 percent (including MOOP and adjusted for debt servicing,
wealth, and retirement). It varies from 12 percent to 17 percent in those years.
The second column lists the fraction of individuals whose income fell by 25-31
percent and who gained health insurance (measured as any number of months
covered). This represents an upper-bound estimate of how many individuals
might falsely be labeled as “insecure” according to the ESI because the value of
employer contributions to EPHI gained is omitted from the measure of income.
The 6 percentage point range (25-31 percent) represents the value of employer
contributions to EPHI described above; it is an upper bound to the true value of
changes in EPHI status because individuals do not typically lose EPHI for all 12
months in a year. The potential upward bias is quite small, ranging from 0.2 to 0.4
percentage points.
Table 4

EPHI Bias Test (Shares of Total Sample)

Year

ESI

Positive bias

Negative bias

1991

0.128

0.002

0.008

1992

0.137

0.004

0.008

1993

0.127

0.003

0.008

1994

0.121

0.003

0.007

1995

0.118

0.004

0.005

1997

0.147

0.004

0.006

1998

0.137

0.003

0.006

1999

0.139

0.003

0.006

2002

0.170

0.004

0.007

2003

0.165

0.004

0.007

2005

0.149

0.003

0.007

2006

0.131

0.002

0.006

2007

0.137

0.003

0.006

Note: Figures refer to sample shares; weighted using SIPP annual sampling weights. See text for discussion.
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The final column lists the bound calculation for the potential opposing bias. It
represents the fraction of individuals whose available income declined by 19-25
percent and whose number of months of health insurance coverage also declined.
This represents an approximate upper-bound estimate of how many individuals might falsely be labeled as not seeing a 25 percent drop in total income due
to the omission of the lost value of employer contributions for EPHI. This is
slightly larger than the opposing bias, ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 percentage points.
The slightly larger size of the negative bias over the positive bias indicates that
the omission of the value of employer contributions to EPHI likely causes the ESI
to slightly understate the true value of insecurity. The degree of understatement
is approximately equal to the difference between the second and third columns,
which ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 percentage points—that is, very small compared with
the typical ESI values in the first column.
In sum, the likely bias of excluding the value of EPHI from household income
turns out to be small. Moreover, it is in the direction of understating, rather than
overstating, the size of income losses. Individuals who lose EPHI typically have
experienced a negative employment shock that reduces their wages as well, while
individuals who gain EPHI typically have experienced a positive employment
shock that increases their wages. Given the slow erosion of EPHI coverage over
time, the omission of the value of EPHI from the index may also impart a small
downward bias to the measured upward trend in the ESI over time.
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IV. Wealth, Retirement Savings, and Debt
To account for the additional security—or insecurity—that savings or debt may
bring, the ESI incorporates wealth holdings in the three ways noted earlier:

1 for households with heads aged 60 or older, earmarked retirement savings are
converted into an annuity and added to the household’s income, decreasing
the ESI;

2 for households that are in debt, household income is reduced by the annual

amount of debt service—based on the assumption that debt needs to be repaid
within five years at an interest rate of 9 percent—increasing the ESI; and

3 individuals are never counted as insecure if their household has an adequate
financial safety net, to compensate experienced losses until recovery of predecline income levels, decreasing the ESI.

Data on household wealth and net worth (assets and liabilities) are available
from topical modules in the SIPP conducted once per year beginning with the
1996 panel (with the exception of 2006-2007) and for selected years prior to that
(typically once per panel). These data are comprehensive, covering financial assets (interest earning), housing wealth (home equity estimated as self-assessed
home value minus the amount owed on any existing mortgages), the value of other
assets such as vehicles and real estate other than residences, and amounts of secured and unsecured debt.52
While the SIPP wealth data are comprehensive, they have two salient weaknesses. First, many years are missing. Second, wealth components in the SIPP are
heavily imputed. For these reasons, the most reliable and consistent way to use
the SIPP wealth variables is to assign respondents their household wealth mean
value, adjusted for family size, for all years they are in the SIPP.53 This avoids the
artificial wealth volatility induced by imputation and by measurement error, and
it allows the wealth data to be used regardless of the number of wealth observations (so long as household wealth is recorded in at least one year). By treating
household wealth holdings as fixed over the two- to four-year panels of the SIPP,
however, the ESI cannot measure wealth instability—another respect in which it
may understate economic insecurity, particularly during the most recent years.

Retirement Annuity
The ESI treats retirement wealth in a manner designed to achieve two goals. The
first is to capture the (increasing) role of earmarked retirement savings—such as
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IRAs and defined-contribution pension plans (e.g., 401(k) accounts)—as a source
of income for older Americans. (Private defined-benefit pensions, which are
becoming less prevalent over time, are included at payout in the SIPP measure of
gross money income on which the ESI is based.) The second goal is to segregate
such earmarked, tax-favored retirement accounts from the calculation of wealth
that is available to buffer households against income losses. The reasoning is
simple: These funds can only be accessed with a penalty before age 59.5, and accessing retirement savings prior to retirement will generally result in a reduction
in long-term economic security.
To address this differential role of retirement savings, earmarked retirement
savings (specifically, “IRA and KEOGH accounts” and “401K and Thrift Savings
Plans”) are converted into “end of year” (ordinary) annuities.54 Households are
assumed to tap into earmarked retirement savings at age 60 and to draw them
down to zero in equal annuity payments over the course of their life expectancy
(assuming a 3 percent real rate of return). By increasing household income and
therefore raising the absolute amount of income loss required to trigger the 25
percent standard, annuitizing retirement wealth at age 60 decreases the ESI,
reflecting the idea that retirement savings increase economic security. It should
be emphasized that it makes little difference for the ESI which particular interest rate we assume for the calculation of the annuity (at least over the reasonable
range of 1 to 8 percent).
As Table 5 shows, most households headed by older persons did not have definedcontribution retirement wealth until very recently. Indeed, prior to 2006, median
defined-contribution retirement savings was zero for Americans aged 60 or over.
For those at the upper end of the distribution, however, defined-contribution retirement wealth has increased dramatically.

Debt Service
In discussing the treatment of debt, it is useful to first clarify the ESI definition of
liquid financial wealth. The underlying definition is closely linked to the notion of
“precautionary saving”—saving designed to buffer shocks to income. Precautionary saving is generally conceived of as wealth that can be accessed quickly and
easily without sacrificing the use value of one’s property. Cash, stocks, mutual
funds, bonds, and other financial assets, as well as vacation homes and other real
estate besides one’s home, are different from owner-occupied housing or a vehicle
in both their liquidity and the degree to which they have use value. For these reasons, they are the core of the ESI’s measure of liquid wealth.
More specifically, the ESI estimate of liquid financial wealth is the sum of interest-earning assets held at financial institutions, other interest-earning assets,
regular checking accounts, stocks and mutual fund shares, vacation homes and
Wealth, retirement savings, and debt
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Table 5

Distribution of Equivalized Defined Contribution Retirement Wealth for Households
with Heads Aged 60+ (2009 US$)
year

p50

mean

p75

p90

p95

1985

$0

$1,871

$0

$6,837

$13,421

1986

$0

$2,488

$0

$9,643

$16,869

1987

$0

$3,222

$0

$13,239

$21,216

1988

$0

$3,974

$0

$16,493

$27,908

1991

$0

$6,631

$1,454

$24,241

$46,295

1992

$0

$8,004

$2,353

$28,239

$53,654

1993

$0

$8,265

$3,263

$29,246

$55,048

1994

$0

$9,111

$3,564

$32,080

$60,596

1995

$0

$10,308

$4,853

$36,037

$66,625

1997

$0

$17,355

$11,828

$60,272

$104,722

1998

$0

$18,758

$14,149

$65,086

$111,403

1999

$0

$19,661

$16,052

$67,379

$116,526

2002

$0

$20,914

$18,842

$72,340

$124,796

2003

$0

$22,907

$22,916

$78,520

$130,628

2005

$0

$30,620

$31,307

$109,545

$172,161

2006

$202

$31,356

$32,562

$110,496

$174,905

2007

$1,081

$32,509

$34,662

$114,807

$175,157

Source: SIPP. Retirement wealth is defined as total household equity in IRA/KEOGH accounts and 401K/Thrift Savings Plans.

other real estate, amounts due from the sale of business or property, and other
financial assets. To construct a measure of net financial wealth requires excluding
secured liabilities (excluding mortgages on owner-occupied homes) and unsecured liabilities, such as credit card debt. For households with negative liquid
financial wealth, income is reduced to reflect estimated annual debt service, assuming a nominal interest rate of 9 percent and a repayment period of five years.
The level of and trend in the ESI depends only minimally on the assumptions
made about the interest rate and repayment period.
The share of those with negative liquid financial wealth fluctuates around 42
percent but displays a slight upward trend over time. However, those who are
indebted are increasingly so over time (Table 6). The amount of financial debt
for the median indebted household increased more than twofold in real dollars
between 1985 and 2007.
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Table 6

Family-size Adjusted Liquid Financial Wealth for Households with Debt (2009 US$)		
year

p5

p10

p25

mean

p50

p75

p90

p95

1985

-$24,900

-$13,458

-$6,658

-$6,683

-$2,824

-$1,016

-$298

-$132

1986

-$32,086

-$15,821

-$7,556

-$7,426

-$3,291

-$1,210

-$310

-$135

1987

-$27,876

-$15,547

-$7,993

-$7,247

-$3,608

-$1,217

-$387

-$176

1988

-$34,215

-$18,135

-$9,471

-$8,469

-$4,275

-$1,374

-$447

-$218

1991

-$33,812

-$18,472

-$9,308

-$8,219

-$4,228

-$1,668

-$553

-$275

1992

-$24,876

-$17,075

-$8,283

-$6,990

-$3,823

-$1,367

-$417

-$199

1993

-$27,705

-$17,619

-$8,907

-$7,391

-$4,023

-$1,280

-$413

-$206

1994

-$24,402

-$16,122

-$8,614

-$6,911

-$3,787

-$1,313

-$371

-$162

1995

-$23,334

-$15,488

-$8,547

-$6,501

-$3,722

-$1,302

-$328

-$91

1997

-$26,173

-$17,891

-$9,366

-$7,643

-$4,499

-$1,706

-$534

-$227

1998

-$26,846

-$17,976

-$9,332

-$7,740

-$4,491

-$1,695

-$547

-$234

1999

-$27,364

-$18,126

-$9,389

-$7,826

-$4,509

-$1,702

-$550

-$239

2002

-$31,502

-$20,832

-$11,091

-$9,369

-$5,365

-$2,091

-$682

-$298

2003

-$33,198

-$20,826

-$11,286

-$9,464

-$5,296

-$2,024

-$709

-$330

2005

-$37,302

-$24,878

-$12,713

-$10,330

-$5,919

-$2,109

-$650

-$293

2006

-$35,413

-$24,893

-$12,485

-$9,899

-$5,734

-$2,095

-$637

-$293

2007

-$34,541

-$24,315

-$12,506

-$9,861

-$5,720

-$2,171

-$623

-$266

Source: SIPP. Liquid financial wealth is defined as the sum of interest-earning assets held at financial institutions, other interest-earning assets, regular checking
accounts, stocks and mutual fund shares, vacation homes and other real estate, amounts due from the sale of business or property, and other financial assets.

Wealth Buffers
The most important goal of the wealth component of our index is to capture the
idea that liquid wealth holdings reduce insecurity. There is no agreement, however, about what counts as “sufficient” wealth to buffer income shocks. Therefore,
the ESI employs an empirically based exclusion criterion to calculate how much
wealth is needed to replace the income lost after a large drop. Individuals whose
wealth equals or exceeds this amount are not counted as insecure even if their
income decline meets the 25 percent threshold.
The SIPP panels are too short to track the development of incomes after a large
income decline (hereafter, “recovery paths”). The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), however, permits the calculation of extended recovery paths. Using the
PSID data, it is possible to calculate typical (median) recovery paths until the first
time an individual who experiences a drop of 25 percent or greater recovers 100
percent of his or her (household-size adjusted, real) pre-drop household income.55
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These paths begin in the year of a large income drop and continue until individuals return to their pre-drop income (adjusted for inflation). To develop wealth
thresholds tailored to specific groups, these calculations were broken down
by a set of characteristics (drop tertiles, pre-drop income quintiles, and age
groups—further subdivisions are precluded by the relatively small sample size of
the PSID). Thus the wealth required to be counted as insecure is tailored to the
typical experience of individuals with similar characteristics to the individual
experiencing a 25 percent or greater loss.
Three challenges arise, however, in the computation of typical recovery paths.
The first is that because of the biennial structure of the PSID, recovery paths can
only be observed every other year. The in-between years are filled in with the average of the adjacent values—an approach that turns out to match actual recovery
paths quite closely for the years in which annual data are available in the PSID
(before 1996).
Second, multiple drops are common. Quite frequently, individuals experience another large income loss during their recovery from a previous drop. To deal with
this, each qualifying income loss is treated as a new starting point for a recovery
path. Effectively, this means that some individuals show up more than once in the
sample of recovery paths. Individuals also often bounce back to their pre-drop
income, but then experience further losses. The definition of “recovery” in the ESI
counts someone as recovered as soon as they recover the first time to their predrop income, even if they later experience a drop that would undo that recovery.
This significantly shortens the median recovery path.
An example will clarify the ESI approach. The median recovery path of someone
living in a family with a household head aged 35 to 44 years old, having a pre-drop
income in the fourth quintile, and experiencing an income drop of 25 percent to
35 percent is shown in Table 7.
In this example, the individual experiences an income drop of 30 percent and then
gradually recovers to 100 percent of pre-drop income over the following six years.
To fully buffer the lost income, this individual would need to have 101 percent of
income in liquid financial wealth to be treated as secure.
Most recovery paths are completed between four and six years, although some
groups take longer than that. For analytic tractability, and because long-lived
income shortfalls can be thought to necessitate greater adjustment in consumption than short-lived ones, the recovery paths on which the wealth thresholds are
based are truncated at six years.
On the one hand, this wealth threshold may be too low, because families that fully
deplete their wealth in response to a shock are more vulnerable to hardship during subsequent shocks. Moreover, some families will not return to their pre-drop
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Table 7

Typical Recovery Path, 25-35 Percent Loss, Individual In Fourth-quintile Household
with 35-44 Year-old Head
Time since drop

Percentage of pre-drop income

Required buffer

Year of drop (t)

70%

(100%-70%)=30% of pre-drop income

t+1

75%

(100%-75%)=25% of pre-drop income

t+2

80%

(100%-80%)=20% of pre-drop income

t+3

86%

(100%-86%)=14% of pre-drop income
(100%-92%)=8% of pre-drop income

t+4

92%

t+5

96%

(100%-96%)=4% of pre-drop income

t+6

100%

(100%-100%)=0% of pre-drop income

Cumulative Loss

101% of pre-drop income

Source: PSID.

income within six years, and some will never return. Their arguably disproportionate hardship is not captured by the median loss experience. On the other hand, this
wealth threshold may be too high, because households that face permanent changes in their income, rather than transitory shocks, should be expected to reduce
their consumption. This is one reason for truncating recovery paths at six years.
Still, even if households can and should adjust their consumption, they are nonetheless experiencing a large shock to income that is likely to induce insecurity.
Table 8 displays the ESI with and without the wealth exclusion, as well as the
percentage point difference between the two. In 1985, the ESI with the wealth
exclusion was 12.2 percent. It would have been 12.9 percent without the wealth
exclusion—a difference of 0.7 percentage points. In 2007, the ESI was reduced
by 1.1 percentage points because of the wealth exclusion. The wealth exclusion,
therefore, has two effects on the ESI. First, it reduces the level of the ESI. Second,
it reduces the upward trend of the ESI, since over time a larger share of households appears secure due to their wealth holdings.
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Table 8

The ESI with and without Buffer (In %)			

					
ESI w/ wealth buffer

ESI w/o wealth buffer

Reduction of ESI due to
wealth buffer

1985

12.2%

12.9%

0.7%

1986

11.4%

12.3%

0.9%

1987

11.8%

12.5%

0.7%

1988

10.8%

11.8%

1.0%

1991

12.8%

13.6%

0.8%

1992

13.7%

14.6%

0.9%

1993

12.7%

13.7%

1.0%

1994

12.1%

13.0%

0.9%

1995

11.8%

12.5%

0.7%

1997

14.7%

15.8%

1.1%

1998

13.7%

14.9%

1.2%

1999

13.9%

14.9%

1.0%

2002

17.0%

18.2%

1.2%

2003

16.5%

17.7%

1.2%

2005

14.9%

16.0%

1.1%

2006

13.1%

14.2%

1.1%

2007

13.7%

14.8%

1.1%

Source: SIPP. Households have wealth buffers if their liquid financial wealth holdings are greater than the typical loss in income after a large income drop until predrop recovery or for six years, whatever comes first.
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V. Implications of the ESI
for Future Research
The ESI is designed to fill a gap in existing theoretical and empirical analyses of
economic security by providing a simple integrated measure of economic security
grounded in panel data on economic status. Prior research has focused primarily
on individual sources of economic insecurity, such as earnings volatility and the
incidence of large medical expenditures. The ESI, by contrast, represents the first
attempt to incorporate several key influences—income declines, medical spending shocks, and financial wealth buffers—into a single unified measure.
The ESI is an index of the objective experience of individuals, rather than of their
subjective perceptions. Nonetheless, the ESI is designed to embody reasonable
judgments about how a typical American would respond to the risks that it tracks.
Indeed, its development was crucially aided by survey data specifically collected
for this purpose. These polls show that a majority of Americans believe a 25 percent decline in income will cause them hardship.
The ESI shows that Americans are not only facing greater insecurity than at any
time within a generation, but also were at heightened risk even before the recent
downturn. It also provides a new means of examining the sources of insecurity
and the degree to which Americans with different characteristics are vulnerable
to those sources. To provide an ongoing measure of American economic security,
the ESI will be updated on a regular basis as new data become available.56

An Agenda for Further Research
Though the ESI was constructed to provide a reliable indicator of economic
security consistent with the twin goals of rigor and accessibility, it is by no
means an exhaustive measure, and further research to augment and complement
it would be valuable.
For example, while the ESI accounts for medical spending, it does not capture
other expenses that might be considered nondiscretionary, such as the expenses
required to earn income through working (including child-care costs). These
costs are generally smaller as a share of income and less variable than MOOP, but
examining their impact on fluctuations in available household income would be a
natural extension of the ESI.
The ESI also does not capture changes in the probability that individuals will lack
adequate retirement income (though other measures of this risk exist and suggest
it has increased over time).57 The main conceptual obstacle to the incorpora-
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tion of retirement income inadequacy into the ESI is the need to measure it on a
comparable basis or scale with large short-term losses in available income. It is
worth noting, however, that the ESI’s treatment of earmarked retirement wealth
as unavailable for buffering current income losses incorporates the idea that individuals need to save for retirement and that using retirement savings for current
consumption jeopardizes future security.
Another area where further research would be fruitful is the impact of wealth
changes on economic security. Although the ESI brings wealth holdings into the
calculation of economic security, it does not directly capture the gains or losses
that families experience as a result of fluctuations in wealth. Indeed, it is unclear
how to treat wealth fluctuations in a way that is comparable to income declines,
because fluctuations in wealth do not directly affect well-being until the underlying assets are sold. As noted, moreover, it is not possible to track wealth changes
reliably with the SIPP data throughout the 1985-2007 period. While the ESI
captures the crucial buffering function of wealth in a way consistent with the
available data, an improved understanding of the intertwined effects of income
and wealth changes on economic security is a worthy goal for future research.
Another research priority is to gain a better understanding of what exactly causes
the large income declines reflected in the ESI. To what extent are these causes
voluntary (such as planned withdrawal from the labor force to have or raise
children) or involuntary (such as job loss due to layoffs or income declines due
to earnings changes)? To answer this question precisely requires more detailed
analyses of the factors associated with income loss—the subject of a forthcoming
report based on the ESI.
Pending these further analyses, the most that can be said is that the losses measured by the ESI appear to be primarily involuntary. First, the ESI rises and falls
with the unemployment rate, suggesting a very central role for involuntary unemployment. Second, by excluding those who accumulate sufficient stocks of
financial wealth before an income decline, the ESI treats as secure the individuals
whose income losses are most obviously voluntary—namely those who build up financial assets so they can take time off from work. Third, while the ESI has risen
at varying rates across different demographic groups, it has risen significantly
across all major demographic categories.58 If its rise was driven by one set of voluntary behaviors, such as exit of one parent from the labor force for child-rearing
in two-parent families, then the rise in income losses would be expected to be
concentrated among those able or most likely to engage in such behaviors. Figures
12 and 13—the ESI by income group and the ESI by family type—show that this is
not the pattern. Instead, they indicate an increase in the incidence of large income
losses across all subgroups, though to varying degrees.
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Figures 12 & 13

The ESI: Prevalence of Large Economic Losses, by Income Quintile and Period
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The ESI: Prevalence of Large Economic Losses, by Household Type and Period
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More important, there is good reason to believe that more sharply distinguishing between involuntary and voluntary declines would only affect the level of
the index, not its trend. With regard to the trend in the ESI over time, the crucial
question is whether the mix of voluntary and involuntary causes has changed.
Although, again, a definitive answer awaits additional research based on the ESI
and other sources, there are few reasons to think that the mix of voluntary and
involuntary causes has substantially changed since the mid-1980s.59 The most
likely candidate for a major shift—an increase in the probability of families having
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two earners, one of whom cycles in and out of the labor force to have or raise children—cannot, for example, be driving the results outside of two-parent families
with children.
One threat to available income tracked by the ESI that falls on the involuntary
end of the spectrum—large spikes in MOOP—has certainly increased, according
to the ESI. Interestingly, however, while medical spending has increased sharply,
the ESI suggests that rising MOOP has not added much to the risk of large income
drops over time.
Yet it is important to recognize that the ESI measure of medical spending risk
has three limits. First, the focus on out-of-pocket spending (including premiums)
means that those who go without necessary medical care or insurance may look
more secure than they really are.60 Second, the ESI also largely ignores the effects
of elevated levels of out-of-pocket medical spending that persist across multiple
years, focusing instead on annual changes. This is necessitated by the annual focus of the ESI, but it means that families whose economic security is undermined
by persistently high medical expenses may not be treated as insecure. Third, and
cutting the other way, the ESI does not account for the ways in which Americans’
medical care has become more sophisticated and efficacious, even if more expensive. These three limits are by no means exclusive to the ESI’s measure, which
reflects the best available data and the latest thinking about how to analyze outof-pocket medical spending. Designing more sophisticated measures of medical
spending risk should be a priority for future analyses.
Research on economic security should also pay special attention to the role of
housing in the maintenance of economic security. On the one hand, housing is
the main form of wealth held by most Americans, and the ability to tap into home
equity to finance current consumption increased in the period leading up to the
recent economic downturn. On the other hand, owner-occupied homes have
substantial use value: being forced to sell a home after a job loss would, by most
definitions, constitute a form of insecurity. Nor is it likely that those who lose a job
or experience large MOOP shocks could easily extract large sums from their home
by taking on additional debt. And, as the recent financial crisis reveals, housing
debt constrains family finances just as other forms of debt do, creating the risk of
delinquency, impairment of access to credit, and property loss.
Given the ambiguous role of housing as a short-term safety net, the ESI does not
include housing wealth (or debt) in its measure of liquid financial wealth available
to buffer large income losses. Nonetheless, to assess the effect of incorporating
housing wealth into the index, the ESI was recalculated with owner-occupied
home equity treated as a source of additional income (much like a retirement annuity) over the course of a house’s mortgage. The idea is that rising home values
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provide families with a means of consuming at a higher level than their income
alone would allow—a treatment congruent with the way in which economic analyses of recent years have studied the consumption effects of housing wealth.61 This
sensitivity analysis showed that the ESI is only modestly reduced by the inclusion
of housing wealth over the 1985-2007 period. This potentially surprising finding
reflects the reality that housing debt rose roughly in tandem with housing wealth
over this period. Of course, if housing wealth were incorporated into the calculation of the ESI, the spike in economic insecurity would be even higher in the
current period, given the large drop in home prices and the rising prevalence of
negative homeowner equity that has occurred in the last three years.
Future reports based on the ESI will take up a number of these issues as well as
others, including how different segments of American society and parts of the
nation have fared; the specific causes, persistence, and severity of household
income declines; and how levels of and trends in economic security differ across
selected affluent nations. To better understand the relationship between the
events measured in the ESI and the subjective experience of economic insecurity, the Rockefeller Foundation has supported a linked project to examine what
shapes people’s perceptions of economic insecurity. Some of the results from the
first wave of this survey—conducted in conjunction with the American National
Election Studies—have been discussed in this report. Additional research based
on these opinion data will allow for better understanding of how people’s perceptions of economic security are linked to their real economic experiences.

A Unique Tool for Research, Education,
and Discussion
Ultimately, no single measure can capture all aspects of economic security. But
the ESI represents a tool for capturing three of the most important aspects: large
household income losses, large spikes in out-of-pocket medical spending, and
inadequate liquid financial wealth to buffer the effects of the first two threats. It
provides a baseline for researchers to expand the concept of economic security
beyond its existing scope, which is defined by relatively narrow aspects of wellbeing. It also provides a tool for those interested in identifying which segments of
American society are least secure and why. And it provides a framework for evaluating the effects of public and private policies among these vulnerable groups and
Americans as a whole. In short, the ESI is a foundation for understanding and
action on which researchers and policymakers alike can build.
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